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• I focus here on a (likely incomplete) review of the 
status and prospects of validation against data
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For a thorough discussion of TH predictions and 
systematics, see the new forthcoming report:
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Validation: general remarks
• Signal modeling:
• Validation of signal-specific features can only be done once the signal is 

available: for the Higgs, this is still a bit premature, alas!
• General features of final states, relevant to the proper simulation of signal 

events, can however be partly assessed using “signal control samples”, 
namely SM processes probing specific dynamical properties, such as:
• initial-state radiation (Higgs pt spectrum, associated jet multiplicity, VBF 

jet-veto survival)

• Background modeling:
• Higgs searches are sensitive to a broad and diverse set of SM bg 

processes: DY, ttbar, V+jets (V=W, Z, γ), V+hvq’s, VV, etc.
• By and large, LHC/Tevatron data have shown good agreement with theory 

for most processes. 
• In many cases, data-driven bg estimates are also usable and are used.
• In both cases, however, one needs to confirm the validity of the transfer 

of the bg estimate from the control region to the Higgs signal region

• Open issues however remain. E.g.
• Wbb, Zbb
• VBF-like final states never tested at the Tevatron, still poorly tested at LHC
• ....



Side remark

• Validation of Higgs-specific tools gives valuable information on 
tools’ performance, which can then be applied in other contexts

• It is therefore useful to consider turning some of the studies 
done in the context of Higgs searches into actual measurements 
(e.g. cross sections corrected and unfolded to the hadron level) 
or data vs MC comparisons

• Several examples already exist, e.g.  VV (V=W, Z, γ) cross section’s 
and will be discussed in the following
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H → γγ

• Signal observation doesn’t rely heavily on MC modeling of either S or B. 
Just fit the sidebands ....

• Limit setting (or cross-section determination) relies directly on signal 
modeling. Typical strategy:

• NLO POWHEG for gg→H, VBF

• LO MC for VH, ttH, etc

• rescale total rates of individual procs to (N)NLO

• reweight events to match pt(H) distribution at NNLL (e.g. HqT, 
DeFlorian et al, JHEP 1111 (2011) 064)
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ptH spectrum

• Only indirect validation checks can be made, as no adequate 
control sample exists for comparison. E.g. 

• ptDY is driven by qqbar initial state (rather than gg)

• ptt-tbar is mostly in color-octet (and √s >> O(120 GeV))

From the HWG, vol 2 prelim draft

ATLAS-CONF-2011-161

mH=120 GeV



ISR validation/tuning in qqbar→DY at the LHC
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mH=120 GeV

H

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2011-015

From the HWG, vol 2 prelim draft

cfr expected TH 
systematics for 
gg→H
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Indirect ISR validation in 
gg→tt at the LHC

ATLAS-CONF-2011-142
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Indirect ISR validation in 
gg→tt at the LHC

ATLAS-CONF-2011-142

D∅,  Phys. Rev. D 84, 112005 (2011)

ISR validation in qqbar→tt at 
the Tevatron 
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H → γγ, backgrounds
• Specific study of signal (e.g. γγ angular correlations), may require more 

detailed understanding of background’s properties, because of huge B/S 
ratio

ATLAS-CONF-2011-161

• The contamination rate from γj/jj depends on both physics processes and  
experimental effects (detector+event selection). The physics aspects 
touch on difficult-to-model hadronization issues (e.g. z→1 
fragmentation). It would be interesting to know whether these direct 
determinations of the relative γγ/γj/jj fractions agree with MC estimates
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Example

ATLAS-CONF-2011-161
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pp→ γγ production, CMS, arXiv:1110.6461v1 

Question: is the γγ/γj/
jj separation done for 
each bin in each 
distribution, or is it 
done globally for the 
full sample? 
Could the 
discrepancies be due to 
the different spectra of 
γγ/γj/jj, and the 
different composition 
across bins?

cfr ATLAS, arxiv:1107.0581 :

http://arxiv.org/abs/1110.6461v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1110.6461v1
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VH, H→bb
• Signal modeling: NLO MC+shower, rescale to NNLO, no big issues 

expected
• Bg’s
• V+jets
• V+QQ

• Key issue: mjj spectrum for bg peaks close to 100 GeV, due to kin 
cuts. Thus data-driven interpolation from the sidebands of bg 
spectrum is less robust for light Higgs than, e.g., in the H→ γγ 
case
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W+jets validation ATLAS, arXiv:1201.1276

Alpgen Sherpa and Pythia σtot normalized to σNNLO(W)
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W+b-jet • pT lepton > 20 GeV ,   |ηlepton | < 1.1  MET>25 GeV
• pT jet > 20 GeV ,   |η jet | < 2 , R=0.4

σWb x BR(W➝e nu) [pb]

CDF 2.74 ± 0.27 (stat) ± 0.42 (syst) 

MCFM 1.22 ± 0.14

Wbb+ Wbb1jet
MLM matching with Herwig

[0.504]Wbb +[0.126] Wbbj =0.73 Data/Alpgen > 3 !!

CDF analysis

Z+b-jet
CDF analysis

• ET jet > 20 GeV  
• |η jet | < 1.5  R=0.7

CDF
MCFM

Q2=M2+pT2
MCFM

Q2 =〈pT2〉
ALP 

Q2=M2+pT2
ALP 

Q2 =〈pT2〉 

σ[Z+b-jet] /  σ[Z+jet] 2.1 ± 0.4 % 1.8% 2.2% 1.6% 2.3%

σ[Z+b-jet] /  σ[Z] 0.33 ±0.07% 0.23% 0.28% 0.21% 0.3%

Data/NLO > 2 !!
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CMS

MC: MadgraphMC: Madgraph

(1) High-tagging efficiency sample

(1)

(2)

(2) High-tagging purity sample
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For the applications to VH→Vbb searches, it is crucial to parameterize 
possible discrepancies or K-factors in the data/theory comparison of 
VQQ final states w.r.t. the multiplicity of heavy quark jets

b
b

b

b

This contributes to H→bb bgThis does not contribute 
to H→bb bg
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CMS PAS HIG-11-024

0-jet 1-jet

ATLAS-CONF-2011-134

Large top leakage at low Njet

ATLAS-CONF-2011-134

Hard to validate directly 
modeling of tt→WW+(0,1) jets!

H→WW→ℓℓνν
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This is the WW Xsect 
study, not the Higgs search

Comment: 
Data – (S+B) = 58±52
where 52=39W+jets⊕16Wt+tt⊕5DY+WW+ZZ

thus the only reasonable origin of the 
discrepancy is the systematics in the W
+jets channel, or the statistics in the 
signal (±30 => ~2σ)
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Vector-boson fusion processes

• Potential issues
• VV→H→X Signal:
• jet-veto efficiency (no suitable data as yet for validation)

• pp→Xjj backgrounds:
• jet-veto rejection (data available for tests with X=0)

• gg→H→X background:
• jet-veto rejection
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From the HWG, vol 2 prelim draft

Low mass:
Δ(shower/PL)= –8%
Δ(EW/noEW)= –8%

High mass:
POWHEG: Δ(shower/PL) = –5%
Δ(POWHEG NLO/VBFNLO)= –20% *
Δ(EW/noEW)= +2.5%

* diff due to different BW 
implementation

PDF:
±3-4% CTEQ6.6
±5-6% MSTW2008NLO
(central values consistent within syst)

Summary assessment:

VBF total rates

X-section after jet veto:
± 4% from scale variation (VBFNLO)
± 5% from PDF (VBFNLO)
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Del Duca et al, JHEP 0610 (2006) 016

3rd-jet rates and spectra in Hjj production

LO VBF+jet 
parton level

LO VBF+shower

LO ggH+jet 
parton level

LO ggH
+shower

need to incorporate higher-order MEs for proper 
simulation of central jet activity (and thus veto survival 
rate) in VBF H production

~ ≠VBF:ggH:
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POWHEG study of 3rd-jet emission in VBF Hjj production 
at NLO, Nason and Oleari, JHEP 1002 (2010) 037



26NLO:

POWHEG study of 3rd-jet emission in VBF Hjj production 
at NLO, Nason and Oleari, JHEP 1002 (2010) 037

Veto inefficiency for VBF signal:

*

*

=> syst’s ~±5% for signal efficiency

Proper validation would require study of, e.g., VBF production of Zjj
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ATLAS, JHEP 1109 (2011) 053 

Studies of jet activity in final states 
with dijets at large Δy

indirect validation of jet-veto suppression 
efficiency for bgs
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At large Δy (VBF 
region) POWHEG
+Herwig has more 
jet activity than 
data (up to x2) and 
more than 
POWHEG+Pythia

=> syst’s ~±50% for 
bg suppression
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• Independently of this, explicit comparisons, checks and 
validations show that tools appear to be in rather good shape 
and up to the task of discovery

• Nevertheless, some aspects of the simulation of Higgs 
production are still poorly tested (e.g. VBF)

• Higgs-search studies are bringing in valuable information for the 
validation and further improvement of the tools, and further 
efforts should be made, alongside the discovery race, to fully 
exploit the potential of these data, to benefit improved tools, 
and further applications to studies of the Higgs once found, or 
other BSM searches


